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Introduction

I The multi-armed bandit is an important framework for balancing exploration
with exploitation in recommendation.

I The importance of exploration has been recognized in recent years,
particularly in settings with new users, new items, non-stationary
preferences and attributes.

I In parallel, explaining recommendations (“recsplanations”) is crucial if users
are to understand their recommendations.

I Existing work has looked at bandits and explanations independently. We
provide the first method that combines both in a principled manner.

I In particular, our method is able to jointly (1) learn which explanations each
user responds to; (2) learn the best content to recommend for each user;
and (3) balance exploration with exploitation to deal with uncertainty.

Filter Bubbles in Recommendation

I The problem of filter bubbles arise in recommender systems when the user
preference model is trained on data that is confounded by the recommender.

Standard Recommendation vs. Bandits Recommendation

I Bandits introduce exploration as a way of encouraging items with high
uncertainty to be explored.
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How to Combine Exploration-Exploitation with Explanations?

I Explaining recommendations
(“recsplanations”) helps users
understand why they are being
recommended an item and encourage
engagement and transparency.

I Shelves are a typical interface for
explanations, wherein one or more items
are grouped with a single title that
explains the group.

I E.g. home of Spotify, YouTube, Netflix.
I Naively, a bandit has to try every

possible combination of item and
explanation many times before being
able to exploit the best combinations.

I We propose a method for making this
exploration more efficient.

Bart (Bandits for Recsplanations as Treatments)

Bart consists of:
I user preference model: we use a factorization machine [Rendle 2010]

that uses contextual features x about the user, item, and explanation to
predict user engagement with a set of candidate recommendations.

I ranking strategy: Bart uses epsilon-greedy [Sutton & Barto 1998] to
randomly select the shelf and independently randomly select the item within
each shelf. The randomization is skewed towards higher performing items.
The propensity score at the time of recommendation is logged in order to
facilitate counterfactual evaluation and training.

I training procedure: counterfactual risk minimization [Joachims &
Swaminathan 2016] uses the propensity score to reweight each data point to
undo the bias introduced by the recommender engine.

Experiments

I We collected randomized recsplanations by shuffling the shelves and the
items on each shelf.

I The plot below shows the counterfactual stream rate (probability of
streaming greater than 30 seconds from a recommended playlist) using
importance sample reweighting.
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I Online A/B testing also shows a significant improvement in stream rates for
Bart with 2nd and 3rd order factorization machines.
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